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DUBIOUS REMEDIES FOR CONTAINING
EDUCATION COSTS
Governor Shumlin and the legislative leadership have recently
discovered that Vermonters are re- ,
ally, really unhappy about ever
rising school property taxes. In a
commentary published Dec. 3, the
governor observed quite correctly
"We all know that rising property
taxes to fund education have put
an unsustainable burden on Vermonters. Despite a steady decline
in school enrollment over the last
two decades, property tax payers
have not seen a decline in their
property taxes; they've seen the
opposite."
He didn't think to mention that
education property taxes do not
just "rise," like cream to the top of
a milk pail. Somebody has to
"rise" them, and the signature on
the bills that increased the homesteal property tax rate from $.89
to $.98 per $100 of fair market
value — and will soon increase it
to $1.00 — is and will be Peter
Shumlin's.
Recall, it was Sen. Peter Shumlin who in 1997 steered Act 60,
the education fmance "reform"
law, to enactment. At the time,
critics argued that the funding
mechanism for that court-driven
state takeover of public education
would break the essential restraining link between voters and
spending. Some of the supporters
scoffed at that possibility; others
welcomed the state takeover.
Eighteen years later we have
come to a situation where not increasing the homestead school

property tax rate would
have to raise the funds
,be more painful than inthrough a local income
creasing it another two
tax surcharge. This also
cents. Not raising the rate,
flies in the face of
by itself, would cause a
Brigham and Act 60.
$42 million shortfall at a
Then there's the "retime when the General
gional block grant"
Fund is facing a deficit of
model advocated by
$100+ million. Either that
Rep. Oliver Olsen. This
BY JOHN
shortfall has to be made MCCLAUGHRy is based on complete
up by other taxes— very
state responsibility for
painful — or the Agency of
education spending.
Education must be given the The state would distribute the tax
power to force school districts to dollars it raises to "regional entireduce their voter-approved budg- ties" (no further information
ets. That "solution" has never available), through which it would
been attempted in the past 227 flow to local school districts..
years.
Doubtless unbeknownst to
House Speaker Shap Smith cre- Olsen, in 1967 New Brunswick
ated a working group to find an had a public school system almost
exit ramp from this politically identical to Vermont's in
dangerous highway. The 10-mem- 1996.Then it started down Olsen's
ber bipartisan group has produced Highway by enacting its "Equal
three exit ramps.
Opportunity Program."
The first is the "renovation
The result (fran my commenplan." The core of that plan is tary of July 1998): "A provincestate mandates to increase local wide education property tax...The
pupil-teacher and pupil-staff ra- installation of local 'Directors of
tios, both of which are the lowest Education' accountable to and rein the nation.
movable by the Ministry. The
Or, alternatively, make local statewide teachers' contract. The
taxpayers financially liable for the conversion of:superintendents to
high costs of a low pupil-staff state employees. Abolition of
ratio. That would violate the redis- local school boards as wasteful
tributive principle of the Brigham overlapping bureaucracies: Reduction of "local control" to input
decision underlying Act 60.
The second model is a "variable sent to the Ministry from PTA
income tax." This alternative fea-_ meetings."
"The only curious part of this
tures uniform state-set property
tax rates. District; voters who story is that it took New
wanted to spend more than the Brunswick 30 years to achieve the
state-provided amount would centralized, unitary schocil system

that is the inevitable result of full
state funding of local schools.
Barring a political revolution, the
same results should be attained
much more quickly in Vermont."
We are now 18 years into Act 60,
and.— if Olsen is successful - it
looks like we will reach New
Brunswick's condition sooner
than they did.
Fortunately, there is an alternative path for Vermont (from
2006): "Give up the bureaucratic,
centrally controlled public school
monopoly system, which guarantees steadily rising taxpayer costs
regardless of the number of
pupils, and regardless of their
mediocre achievements."
"In its place, empower all parents with scholarship money to
pay for their children's education
at any of a wide range of competing programs: public schools, independent schools, faith-based
schools, charter schools, Internetbased virtual schools, employerand union-run schools, mentoring
programs, career-study programs,
whatever arises to meet the demand in the marketplace, many of
them at lower cost than the public
school system.".
The
The ."parental choice and
provider competition" model is
gradually becoming the future of
21st Century American education.
Why not here?

John McClaughu is vice president of the Ethan Allen Institute
(www.ethanallen.org).
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Schoolchildren First
By John McClaughry
What should the
focus of Vermont education policy be?
Schools? Or schoolchildren?
That's the question
posed by an important
new report published
July 17 by the Ethan
Allen Institute, entitled

Schoolchildren First.
The goal of the report
is to expand and
iitiprove high quality
educational opportunities for all of Vermont's
children. To achieve
JOHN
that goal, the report
proposes to shift the
McCLAUGHRY
focus of education policy from "schools" to "schoolchildren." Its plan
would, for the first time, empower all the parents of
all of Vermont's children to choose the kind of edu, cation that they believe is best for th,!ir children.
Everyone's child is different. Some thrive in a disciplined environment,Some do better with studentcentered learning. Some prefer traditional subject
matter.
Some prefer a curriculum built around a theme,
such as art, music, science, community service, or
work opportunities. Some want moral and religious
values integrated with their schoolwork.
About eight percent of Vermont's parents choose
independent schools or homeschooling, as better for
their children than public schools. If the parents are
wealthy, this is easy. The parents of thousands of kids,
however, make real sacrifices to make it possible for
their children to attend what they think is the most
suitable school, rather than saving the money and
allowing the government to assign their child to a

public school.
For 132 years, parents in (today) 90 Vermont towns
have had a choice of schools for their children to
attend. In those towns, parents can send their children to any public or independent school, in or out of
the state, except for sectarian schools.
Schoolchildren First proposes to expand that educational choice system to all parents and all children
in all towns of the state. It also proposes a tax credit
mechanism that will generate private contributions to
underwrite scholarships for pupils wishing to attend
faith-based schools not now eligible to receive public tuition payments.
Schoolchildren First proposes no major departure
in school financing. There is no magic pot of money
that will allow the repeal of the two state property
taxes.
The report does propose to eliminate one of the
state property taxes — the so-called sharing pool —
by increasing the other state property tax. Much as
most Vermonters would like to reduce the dependence on the property tax for the support of edur;ation,
there appears to be no feasible way of doing so.
What about "local control"? "Local control" in education means to most Vermonters that local taxpayers
vote local taxes to pay for local education. The
Supreme Court put an end to that era with its Brigham
decision: Despite some complicated accounting methods, the fact is that all the funds for education are now
levied by the state and disbursed by the state.
Act 60 is leading the state into creating One Big
School System. Running such a system from Montpelier is possible, but long distance management of a
government education monopoly would not be good
for Vermont's kids.
Schoolchildren First recognizes that the state will
continue to levy all the taxes to support education. It
proposes that, instead of the state paying out the funds
to 251 captive local school districts, the state pay the
funds out to parents to enable them to choose the educational opportunities they think are best for their

children. It replaces the disappearing "local control"
at the town level with real "local control" at the family level.
Why all this now? Because, the report points out in
detail, Act 60 is steadily running aground. Without
the annual $36 million sharing pool subsidy (voted by
the legislature in each of the past three years), support
for Act 60 will steadily dwindle. The current business slowdown, plus the escalating fiscal demands of
the Medicaid program, mean that there is not likely
to be any surplus to bail out Act 60 in years to come.
More and more Vermonters are realizing that it's
time to find a replacement for Act 60.
Schoolchildren First is a well-conceived replacement. It's based on experience in other choice .states
like Florida and Arizona. It makes a strong case that
the parental choice and competition among schools
will go further to satisfy consumers — parents and
their children — than a system where government
makes the decisions for everybody's child. It complies with the equity requirement of the Supreme
Court's Brigham mandate.
Not surprisingly, three liberal Democratic Senators
(Shumlin, Rivers, and McCormack) called a news
conference to denounce Schoolchildren First. They •
said that such a parental choice plan would undermine public schools, low income people would find
that being able to choose their children's school is
"fool's gold," and it looked (to Sen. McCormack) like
this plan was the creation of the much-despised (by
him) "Christian Right." It will be interesting to see
how thoughtful Vermont parents respond to those
attacks -- especially parents who are unhappy with
their child's education and wish they could afford to
choose a more suitable one, public or independent,
secular or religious.

John McClaughry is President of the Ethan Allen
Institute. He was formerly vice chair of the Vermont
Senate Education Committee. (The full text and the
executive summary of Schoolchildren First can be
. found at vvwwethanallen.org.)

